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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number
will be provided after the shipment.Pages Number: 171 Publisher: Higher Education Press Pub. Date
:2009-06. Computer-based Practice Guide is the Computer-based tutorial (often over the East. high
culture. the Jia Yinshan editor. Higher Education Press. published May 2009) a book supporting
experimental materials. a university computer-based practice curriculum counseling book. The
book is divided into three parts: the first with the materials supporting 10 large pilot project for the
students the basic skills of computer applications. the use of case method narrative. designed by
beginners. Which operating system is divided into four experimental cases. office automation
infrastructure is divided into 17 experimental cases. the network and its application is divided into
five cases. the database is divided into two basic cases. the data structure is divided into two cases.
The second part describes commonly used tools. master the tools to help students develop
computer proficiency. The third part is to answer exercises and lab report. its content mainly to
supplement teaching materials based operating system and office automation. two chapters of
exercises. this part of the reason why the arrangements in practice. tutorial exercises. mainly...
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Reviews
An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Hector Cole Jr .
This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full looking
over this ebook.
-- Jua nita Reynolds
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